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SUNSET LOVE MINI-COLUMN

Product Required:
1 x Anagram Sunset Love standard foil 4176601
5 x Sempertex 5” Satin Green 20002015
5 x Sempertex 5” Satin Lilac 20002019
5 x Sempertex 5” Satin Pink 20002012
5 x Sempertex 5” Re�ex Stars Print – gold 20015352.
1 x Gold foil balloon weight 991365-19
1 x 260 balloon for tying

Everyday
Designed By Chris Horne

Construction Method:
1.        Create a 5-balloon cluster with the Re�ex Stars balloons, in�ating them to 5”. Over-in�ate the
           balloons, then downsize to 52, squashing them until they are round. Make 2 duplets, add the 5th
           balloon to one of the duplets, then twist together to form the cluster.
2.       Repeat with the Satin Pink balloons, in�ated to 4”.
3.       Repeat with the Satin Lilac balloons, in�ated to 3”.
4.       Repeat with the Satin Green balloons, in�ated to 2”
5.        Tie the closed end of the 260 tightly around the neck of the weight.
6.        Wrap the Cluster of Gold Stars balloons tightly around the neck of the weight.
7.        Pull the 260 up through the centre of the gold cluster, nestle the Pink cluster on top so the
           balloons �t in the gaps in the previous cluster, then wrap the 260 around 2 of the Satin Pink 
           balloons to secure. Keep tension on the 260 the whole time to make the balloons sit �at.
8.        Add the Satin Lilac cluster in the same way.
9.        In�ate the foil balloon with air, then wrap the cluster of Satin Green balloons tightly around the
           neck of the balloon so they sit �rmly against the balloon itself.
10.     Sit the cluster of Satin Green balloons on top of the Satin Lilac balloons and secure it by 
           wrapping the 260 around several times, keeping the tension constant.
11.     Cut o� any excess 260.

Estimated Labour time: 10 minutes.

Many other Step-by-step recipes can be found on the Decorator Hub at amscan.co.uk. Click the link on 
the home page!
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